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China Band and Loop Space Maintainer outsourcing dental 
lab ,manufacturer and Dental implants dental center Called wmdentallab 

 
We have now a skilled, performance group to offer excellent support for our consumer. 
We usually follow the tenet of customer-oriented, details-focused for factory Outlets for 

 

Band and Loop Space Maintainer 

The following is about Band and Loop Space 

Maintainer related, I hope to help you better 

understand Band and Loop Space Maintainer. 
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Band and Loop Space Maintainer, Dental Unit, Denture, Orthodontic Products, Dental 
Products, From China Dental Lab, Any requires from you will be paid with our best 
attention! 
factory Outlets for China Dental,  Dental Product, top quality, timely delivery and your 
satisfaction are guaranteed. We welcome all inquiries and comments. If you are 
interested in any of our items or have an OEM order to fulfill, remember to feel free to 
contact us now. Working with us will save you money and time. 
 
 
The Band and Loop appliance is a unilateral space maintainer that is used to prevent the 
drifting of adjacent teeth in edentulous areas after exfoliation or extraction. Often used in 
mixed dentition cases to maintain space to allow for eruption of a permanent tooth. May 
be designed for unilateral or bilateral treatment. 
When a patient loses a primary molar thereby leaving a space in the dentition, the first 
molar tends to drift forward into that space causing crowding and blocking the proper 
eruption of the bicuspids. 
 

A Space Maintainer (also know as a Band & Loop ) uses a wire loop soldered to a molar 
band and extending anteriorly where it contacts the distal edge of the tooth on the mesial 
side of the space to prevent this drift. The appliance is left in place until the patient’s 
bicuspid(s) erupt and fill the space. 
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